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Book Synopsis: 

First, the voice, Second, the note. Third, the bullet! And it all began with an invitation from a 
man named Bernard Shetron. 

Since coming back home from Arizona, Murial Robertson has been enjoying her new life 
running the old family farm with her cousin, Walter, and her friend, Jack. That is, until an 
unidentified prowler is spotted on their land and her mother decides to embark on a journey to 
California with a man she is quite fond of, Mr. Shetron. 

When Murial and Jack accompany them, the trip takes a nasty detour into treacherous waters. 
Someone is determined to seek vengeance for what happened a year ago and they won't stop 
until both Murial and Jack are dead. And they aren't the only ones looking for revenge. Murial 
cannot quite put her finger on it, but there is something peculiar about her mother's new friend 
and the desert town he now calls home. 

Shorter Book Synopsis: 

Since Arizona, Murial has been enjoying her new life running the family farm with her cousin, 
Walter, and friend, Jack. That is, until a prowler is spotted on their land and her mother decides 
to go to California with a man named Bernard Shetron. 

Murial and Jack accompany them as someone is determined to seek vengeance for what 
happened a year ago and they won't stop until both are dead. But is their prowler the only one out 
for revenge? Though she cannot put her finger on it, something is not right about her mother's 
new friend and the desert town he now calls home.  

Book Club Discussion Questions: 

1. Who was your favorite character in the story?
2. What was your opinion of the cover for this book?
3. Do you trust Bernard after all that has happened?
4. Was the atmosphere of the train ride captivating? Did you feel as though you were riding

along with Murial and her friends?
5. Do you like Nora, Murial’s mother?
6. Will Jack be back?
7. Was there any part of the storyline that you found confusing?
8. Would you read another book by this author?

*For Author information, along with a bio and profile image, please use the information located
on the author’s website at www.sarahickesart.com

http://www.sarahickesart.com/


*If you, or anyone you know, had a couple questions on some of the words or phrases used in
this novel, please visit my website and click on “Definitions for MR Books.” In doing research
for this work, and others, I referenced off of old editions of published books detailing
Americanisms and what they meant back in the 1870 to 1880s. The definitions of these words
and phrases are listed there for anyone interested, including a citation for the source I used.

The following page is a little bit of word search fun with the answer key attached next. 
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